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Travelling in a motorhome is not only a 
different way of taking a holiday, but is 
also a companion for life. The dream of 
being on the road in a mobile home that 
lacks nothing in living comfort. Bürstner 
brand has no equal for finding this dream. 
We always keep our customers’ expec-
tations firmly with this dream in mind: 

Furniture not only needs to look good, 
but also be suitable for daily use. Finish-
es that are still impressive years later - 
ergonomic and functional every day. Our 
Bürstner team works with the product 
designers so that you feel at home in 
every Bürstner from the first moment 
onward.
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NEWS

Where style 
and design 
meet health 
and utility

EVERYDAY ERGONOMICS

No matter what we buy, design plays a 
decisive role. It is not enough for chairs 
and cupboards and other such items 
just to be “nice” these days – they also 
need to adhere to ergonomic design 
principles. The aim of ergonomics, 
which is derived from the Greek “er-
gon” (work) and “nomos” (law), is to 
optimise the working and living envi-
ronment to meet human needs. Whe-
ther at work, during sleep, in the kit-
chen or on holiday – ergonomics play 
an important part in all aspects of 
modern-day life.
The reason is as simple as it is evident: 
ergonomic articles of daily use bring 
specifi c benefi t because health, ease 
and comfort and other aspects of hu-
man e�  ciency are factored into the 
design! Bürstner has also been wor-
king on ergonomic improvements for 
many years now and has drilled down 
to the details – from the door handles 
and storage cupboard solutions right 
through to the bathroom fi ttings and
 improvement of the ergonomic de-
tails in the furnishings in the kitchen, 
bathroom and sleeping area.

Seeking a sense of emotional security 
Home is a place of great sentimental signifi cance for us. 
The importance is underlined by the results of the repre-
sentative consumer survey and carried out by the inde-
pendent market research institute TNS Infratest. 90 per 
cent of those surveyed claimed that it was important to 
feel safe and secure in their home.  
Another result of the survey shows that our colour prefe-
rences and tastes in furniture, accessories and so�  fur-
nishings change in di� erent phases of our lives. Little 
wonder then that the feel-good factor within our own four 

walls is a very high priority. And people who like harmony 
in their surroundings and furnish their home with style 
and taste generally want the same for their motorhome. 
They want to add their own personal touch and express 
their own individuality. 
Bürstner is a trendsetter in interior design and o� ers its 
customers a wide range of options, such as a choice of 
di� erent colours and fabrics for the upholstery. Nothing 
should be allowed to stand in the way of the perfect am-
bience for your personal well-being.

FEELING GLAD ALL OVER

Whether in your own home, 
apartment or motorhome: your 
individual choice of furnishings 
enhances the feel-good factor
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Why sleeping well is so important
Did you know that people spend about a third of their 
lives sleeping (24 years on average!)? Now before you 
start grumbling about it being a waste of your life, going 
to bed later or getting up earlier, remember that sleeping 
is not a waste of time! On the contrary – we all need our 
sleep in order to regain our strength, stay healthy and to 
be able to cope with daily life. Yet the number of hours we 
rest at night varies. Whereas some people are fi t and rea-
dy to face the day a� er six hours of sleep, others need 
eight to 10 hours. As a general principle, it is true to say 
that quality is more important than quantity when it co-
mes to sleep. The key factors here are peace of mind and 
the surrounding conditions in the “bedroom”.

The right mattress and slatted base
Whether at home or in the motorhome: there should be 
no compromise when it comes to your mattress. Experts 

say that it should have di� erent zones, with so� er areas 
under the shoulders and hips, allowing the muscles to re-
lax but still providing su�  cient support for the bones. This 
is why Bürstner insists on fi ve-zone memory foam mat-
tresses which boast high resilience levels, variable zones 
and excellent durability. Gel mattresses can also be re-
commended, for example, and are o� ered as an alternati-
ve option by Bürstner. They feel pleasantly cool on your 
body, moulding to its shape and bringing the sensation of 
fl oating as if on water. In each case it is essential to start 
with a high-quality slatted base. 

Finding the right pillow
It may be large, small, plump or thin but it is important for 
a pillow to support the cervical spine properly (small pil-
lows are usually better at this). Only the head should be 
on the pillow and not the shoulders as well. 

A REFRESHING NIGHT
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VEHICLES

Find your dream motorhome 
COMPACT 

CITY CAR
Compact-Class

Up to 3,5 t 

Length: 5,41 – 6,36 m  
Width: 2,08 m 

Up to 4 seats

Up to 4 berth

LYSEO RANGE

Up to 3,5 t 

Length: 5,99 – 7,65 m
Width: 2,30 m

Up to 5 seats

Up to 6 berth

page 8 IXEO RANGE page 26

Up to 3,5 t 

Length: 6,99 – 7,49 m
Width: 2,30 m

Up to 5 seats

Up to 6 berth

IXEO TL
Premium-Class

IXEO I
Premium-Class

Up to 3,5 t 

Length: 6,99 – 7,65 m
Width: 2,32 m

Up to 4 seats

Up to 5 berth

INTEGRATED MODELS page 52

Vehicles 6

LYSEO TD 8

TRAVEL VAN 18

IXEO T 26

IXEO TL 34

IXEO I 42

ELEGANCE 52

ARGOS 60

Climate control 68

Ergonomics 70

Sleeping 72

Storage  74

Safety 76

Service 78

Fabrics 80

Layouts 82

Contents

5,0 t 

Length: 8,61 – 8,91 m
Width: 2,35 m

4 seats

4 berth

ELEGANCE
Deluxe-Class

COACHBUILT MODELS page 60

ARGOS
Deluxe-Class

5,0 t

Length: 8,86 m
Width: 2,30 m

6 seats

7 berth

CAMPERVANS 2019

#wohnfühlen
Please fi nd both the  
model series 
City Car and the 
models of Edition-30
in a separate folder.

Our invention: the fold-down bed in the semi-integrated motorhome
Mounted lengthwise or crosswise, there are good reasons for both solutions. 
Please fi nd your personal favourite in the series Lyseo TD, Ixeo T or Ixeo TL (lengthwise)

Plus points
Many of our motorhomes are below the 3.5-t 
class. This has several advantages for you:
+ More spare loading capacity 
+ Lower fuel consumption 
+  No additional conditions imposed under 

the road tra�  c regulations

Direct line to the Confi gurator
Use the Bürstner confi gurator to assemble your dream vehicle step by 
step. www.buerstner.com/uk/confi gurator

Vehicle Advisor on the website
You know what you need and what you would like in a motorhome. The 
Bürstner Vehicle Advisor will look for options based on your requirements 
and preferences. 
www.buerstner.com/uk/model-fi nder

SEMI-INTEGRATED

TRAVEL VAN
Comfort-Class

Up to 3,5 t 

Length: 6,60 m
Width: 2,20 m

4 seats

3 berth

IXEO T
Premium-Class

Up to 3,5 t 

Length: 6,99 – 7,49 m
Width: 2,32 m

Up to 5 seats

Up to 5 berth

page 18

10 years’ impermeability guarantee 
We will give a 10 years’ 
impermeability guarantee starting 
from the 2019 model year.

LYSEO TD 
Comfort Class



Always in season

THE LYSEO TD

Enjoy your freedom and make the best of every season, 
whether hot summers or frosty winters: the Lyseo TD is 
always ready for action with the new Thermo-Floor dou-
ble floor. The same floor will shield you from the cold and 
provide relief in the heat, giving you a pleasant sensation 

underfoot at all times, even when walking barefoot in 
the vehicle. And that’s not all: the Thermo-Floor con-
struction is also designed to allow a level floor all the 
way from the cab to the bedroom door, for an end-to-
end feel-good factor.
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LYSEO TD HARMONY LINE

The three-room 
apartment
The modern low-frame chassis and the clever posi-
tioning of the decals disguise the fact that the Lyseo 
TD Harmony Line boasts about 205 cm of headroom 
on the inside. Everywhere you look, you experience 
more freedom, greater comfort and better ergonomics.

We recommend you take a closer look at the specifi -
cation variation o� ered by our “Harmony-Line” – 
which gives you extra “Wohnfühlen”!
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LYSEO TD HARMONY LINE

TD 590
Upholstery: Sydney Swing
Design: Santina

Interior advantages

 + Spacious look and feel 
 + Headroom of approximately 205 cm 
 + All models with fixed beds also available with additional fold-down bed
 + Thermo-Floor double floor 
 + All on one level from the cab to the bedroom
 + No inconvenient wheel arches in the bathroom or shower 
 + Underfloor storage compartment
 + LED lighting 
 + Five-zone memory foam mattresses with special slatted base in all fixed beds
 + Two special upholstery for Harmony Line: Sydney Swing and Canberra Swing

Exterior advantages

 + All models under 3.5 t 
 + Low-frame chassis for a smoother ride
 +  GRP roof for enhanced protection from hail and severe weather
 + GRP floor 
 + Wider rear axle
 + Extra-wide cabin door 
 + Coupé entrance with electric step 
 + Central service unit

The Tardis



The exclusive Harmony Line: 
Special design, comfortable 
accessories, functional details

LYSEO TD HARMONY LINE
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120 l

Details (interior)

Details (interior) More highlights

There is even more room to move 
in the spacious bathroom in the 
Lyseo TD Harmony Line – and in 
the large shower which is free of 
inconvenient wheel arches – all 
made possible by the Thermo-
Floor doublefl oor. 

The Lyseo TD Harmony Line is a trendsetter 
and quick-change artist all rolled into one. 
The rear seating area in the TD 744 was your 
lounge just now and suddenly it has been 
converted to your bedroom in a fl ash. Or you 
might also choose to use the fold-down bed 
above the seating area – the decision is enti-
rely up to you. 

TD 690 G* TD 700*

Wood fi nishes

Layouts

Standard features

TD 710 G*

Santina

TD 680 G

Garage version

TD 728 G* TD 734* TD 744*

*    available with or without fold-down bed
above the middle seats except TD 590 and TD 680 G (Serie)

TD 745*

White (Harmony Line)

TD 590

TD 736 G*

TD 727 G*

Optical
The optional light package includes ambient lighting 
under the kitchen work surface, for example. 

Pleasure
The kitchen package comes with backlit panelling 
for a cosy subtle glow on the walls.

Spacious
The queen-sized bed is one of the many design 
options in the rear. With wardrobe/closet on both 
sides.

Handy
It is so convenient to have your favourite clothes 
within easy reach when you get up or go to bed. 

Refreshing
All showers are supplied with high-end fi ttings and 

– just as importantly – with a high-performance 
water pump.

Functional
You can hide the table cleverly under the rear seats 
in the Lyseo TD Harmony Line 744.

LYSEO TD HARMONY LINELYSEO TD HARMONY LINE
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Slim
lines
The exterior design of the Cappuccino’s sweeping 
shape lends the Travel Van its sporty touch, which is 
emphasised by its slim exterior of only 2,20 m. 

This goes unnoticed inside because the implementa-
tion of tried and tested solutions creates generous 
spaces.

TRAVEL VAN
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T 620 G
Upholstery: Rio Ferra
Design: Ginger Teak

Interior advantages

 + Air bags for driver and passenger
 + Air-conditioning in cab (manual)
 + Pilot seats can be swivelled, upholstered in lounge area fabric
 + Wardrobe (illuminated) and shelves under the single beds
 + Headroom height: 198 cm
 + Additional upholstery for bed extension
 + 5-zone memory foam mattresses
 + Adjustable LED spots and indirect lighting

Exterior advantages

 + Low-frame chassis 
 + GRP roof for better hail and bad weather protection
 + Aluminium windows
 + Additional garage door on left 
 + LED daytime running lights
 + Skyroof XL, with mosquito net roll-up screen and darkening blind 
 + Electric entrance step 

Compact can be 
comfortable 

TRAVEL VAN



The interior of the Travel Van is 
characterised by a beautiful design 
and incredible functionality.

TRAVEL VAN
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TRAVEL VANTRAVEL VAN

Details (interior) 

Details (interior) More highlights

The serial  XL sunroof enables a 
panoramic sky view.

Multimedia
The multimedia system, including reversing camera 
and additional navigation option, ensures more 
driving pleasure, safety and comfort.

Safe and attractive
The standard aluminium frame windows increase the 
safety and aesthetics factors.

Eye-catcher
The Travel Van o� ers additional design options such 
as LED daytime running lights or a black painted 
radiator grille.

Tread safely
Getting in and out is comfortable, thanks to the 
electric entrance step.

Clever solutions in 
the Bürstner Flexo 
washroom allow a 
relaxed shower, even 
in a compact area.

Ginger Teak

T 620 G

Wood fi nishes

Layouts

Standard features

Comfortable and safe
Even on long distance routes the cruise control 
guarantees comfortable and safe  driving.

Easy
One simple click activates the electric window li� ers.

Garagenversion
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For sophisticated 
demands
The new Ixeo T has Bürstner’s “Wohnfühlen” gene in 
its DNA, implementing mobile living in an impressive 
way. People with sophisticated demands in terms of 
looks, shape and function will fi nd their perfect holi-
day companion.  

Four living space solutions, all based on the ther-
mo-fl oor double fl oor, provide the ideal foundation to 
enjoy the best aspects of life all year round. 

IXEO T
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T 690 G
Upholstery: Porto Star
Design: Santina

Interior advantages

 + Thermo-floor functional double floor
 + Floor storage cupboards
 + Air-conditioning in cab
 + Wood-free construction 
 + 5-zone memory foam mattresses
 + Air bags for driver and passenger
 + Pilot seats can be swivelled, upholstered in lounge area fabric
 + Headroom height: 205 cm
 + Two USB charging outlets
 + Ambient lighting in kitchen, washroom, sleeping and living areas

Exterior advantages

 + Low-frame chassis with wider tracking on rear axle
 + Painted front spoiler
 + LED daytime running lights
 + Bürstner hybrid rear lights
 + GRP roof for better hail and bad weather protection
 + Aluminium windows
 + Service unit
 + Wide XL access door  
 + 3rd brake light in logo shape
 + Coupé entrance with electric step

Upper 
mid-range

IXEO T



IXEO T

Overview of the Bürstner 
“Wohnfühl” attributes: The new 
Ixeo T has them all!
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*optionally availible with electric li�  bed over Dinette

Details (interior) 

Details (interior) More highlights

The optional Skyroof Premium XL 
with electric sliding roof creates 
a lot of light inside.  5 LED spots 
and the circumferential strip light 
are responsible for the perfect 
ambient lighting.  

Living culture
The new Vario roller blinds provide you with the 
option of adjusting the lighting conditions according 
to your personal requirements. 

Eye-catcher
The 3rd brake light is the distinctive rear of a 
Bürstner motorhome.

Looking good
The rounded o�  roof/side wall transition supports the 
motorhome's automotive impression.

Clever and smart
No matter where you stand or sit. Having a USB 
connection always nearby - it can be positioned 
anywhere on the light strip. 

Practical
The fl oor storage cupboard in the thermo-fl oor 
functional double fl oor o� ers many opportunities to 
stow material, shoes or drinks.

Perfectly equipped
The transparent glass cabinet element with its 
integrated lighting is a modern eye-catcher.

A washroom that 
leaves nothing to be 
desired: light materi-
als, generous shelves 
and a lot of storage 
room.

White
(standard)

Champagne
(optional)

Paint fi nishes Wood fi nishes

Layouts

Standard features

Silver (optional)

   Garage version

IXEO T IXEO T

T 720* T 728 G*T 690 G* T 736*

Riva Lo� Santina

120 l
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Design and
functionality
The Ixeo TL was the fi rst semi-integrated motorhome 
to feature a fold-down bed and set new standards in 
its fi eld. The evolution of the fold-down bed from the 
widthwise version to the lengthwise option brings 
entirely new possibilties. It still cuts a striking profi le 
in Cappuccino, proudly retaining its best known 
design feature and distinguishing characteristic.

All 3 layouts include the wood-free body with XPS 
insulation, the GRP roof and the wide XL cabin door, 
to name just some of the unifying features. 
The Ixeo TL – the original from the inventor. 

IXEO TL
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IXEO TL

TL 680 G
Upholstery: Faro Star
Design: Santina

Interior advantages

 +  Electric fold-down bed in new ergonomic design  
(lengthwise)

 + Fixed overhead cupboards in fold-down bed area
 + Choice of two furniture finishes
 + Headroom of 198 cm 
 + LED lighting 
 + Spacious seating area

Exterior advantages

 + Low-frame chassis with wide-track rear axle 
 + GRP roof for enhanced protection from hail and severe weather 
 + XL cabin door with coupé entrance
 + Aluminium frame windows
 + Service unit 
 + All models up to 3.5 t 

Crosswise to lengthwise 



Spacious L-shaped seating area 
underneath the fold-down bed which 
has magically disappeared in the 
ceiling where it is almost invisible.

IXEO TL
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IXEO TL

Garage version

Details (interior) 

Details (interior) More highlights

Simply remove the headrest to provide a handy surface between the seating area 
and the kitchen. 

The interior-lit wardrobe: 
smartly placed in the ent-
rance area. And next to it, 
the free-standing refrigera-
tor - naturally just a reach 
away from the kitchen op-
posite.

Santina

TL 680 G TL 728 G

Paint fi nishes Wood fi nishes

Layouts

Standard features

TL 734

White (standard)

Riva Lo� 

IXEO TL

Handy
The reading lamps fi tted on the sides in the cab are 
there to provide light exactly where you want it. 

Convenient
The low coupé entrance makes it easier to get in and 
out of the vehicle. 

Connected
The USB port is located in the middle of the dash-
board panel in the ideal position for driver and 
passenger to charge mobile devices. 

Bright 
The Midi-Heki skylight brings a generous supply of 
light and air for everyone inside. There are various 
ways in which the supply can be controlled and 
restricted. 

Tidy
The central service unit accommodates all the main 
controls for on-board utilities and waste disposal. 
Note the clever solution for the cable entry.

Image and function
The aluminium frame windows are slightly tinted, 
fi t perfectly and, at the same time, minimise wind 
noise.

Graphite
(cab)

Champagne
(cab and body)

Silver
(cab and body)
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For the 
best times
Experience the feeling of being on the road in a mod-
ern motorhome with the Ixeo I. Sophistication and 
elegance awaits you in this Bürstner. 

Modern building techniques, ergonomically designed 
components and clever detail solutions make your 
trip as comfortable as possible. Choose your favour-
ite among nine di� erent fl oor plans.

IXEO I
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I 736
Upholstery: Porto Star
Design: Riva Loft

Interior advantages

 + Thermo floor double floor
 + Airbags for driver and passenger
 + Headroom height 198 cm
 + Floor storage cupboards 
 + Ambient lighting 
 + 2 different furniture décors available
 + USB charging outlet 
 + Interior furniture instead of fold-down bed possible on request

Exterior advantages

 + Low-frame chassis with wider tracking on rear axle
 + Bürstner hybrid rear lights
 + LED daytime running lights
 + Service unit
 + Wood-free body
 + Aluminium windows 
 + Coupé entrance with electric entrance step
 + GRP roof for better hail and bad weather protection
 + XL access door

Sophistication 
par excellence

IXEO I



Extremely spacious feeling - whe-
ther in the lounge or bedroom, in 
the kitchen or in the en suite.

IXEO I



The Ixeo I  
change artist – first a lounge,  
now a bedroom!

IXEO I
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IXEO I

Details (interior)

Details (interior) More highlights

The well thought-out lighting design makes a perfect atmosphere of comfort. Cleverly solved 
in I 736: With just a turn of a handle, up to four seats with 3-point safety belts appear.

Many sophisticated new details add up to make you feel even more at home every day in the 
Ixeo I. For example, a scratch-resistant counter (optional) in the kitchen and the optimally sized 
sofa storage cupboard. 

Paint fi nishes Wood fi nishes

Layouts

Standard features

IXEO I

Garage version

White (standard)

* optional with electic fold-down 
bed at the rear

120 l

90 l

I 700I 690 G I 720 I 728 G

I 729 I 736 I 744*

I 727 G

I 746*

A plus for appearance and function
The aluminium framed windows, slightly tinted
and fi tted perfectly minimise wind noise at the same 
time.

Service unit
All important elements for
on-board stashing or disposing are here.

Safe, modern and e�  cient
The LED daytime running lights mean you are seen 
and noticed better by other drivers on the road. 

Clever and smart
The USB connector is well-placed in the dashboard.

Comfort
The coupé entrance and the electric entrance step 
guarantee that you enter your motorhome comfort-
ably and safely.

Good things even better
You can have your motorhome equipped with the 
individually adjustable slatted frame system. 

Riva Lo� Champagner
(optional)

SantinaSilver
(optional)
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ELEGANCE

Travelling in 
Royal Style
The Elegance is the fl agship model in the Bürstner 
fl eet. Its striking design, distinctive good looks and 
clean lines extend all the way from its expressive 
face to its masculine rear. A fi ve-star luxury holiday 
awaits you in this motorhome with its lavish stand-
ard features and many additional functional details. 

Just climbing in through the extra-wide cabin door is 
a pleasure and will prepare you for the ultimate wow 
factor on the inside.
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ELEGANCE

I 840 G
Upholstery: Leder Ferra Arc
Design: Masala

Interior advantages

 +  Extra-high windscreen for panoramic view
 + Two furniture finishes 
 + Insulated and heated double floor
 + Headroom of 205 cm
 + Direct and indirect lighting
 + Five-zone memory foam mattresses
 + Driver and passenger airbags 
 + Adjustable reading lamp in seating area

Exterior advantages

 + Low frame chassis for a smoother ride
 + GRP roof for enhanced protection from hail and severe weather
 + LED daytime running lights
 + Single handed garage locking system
 + Aluminium frame windows
 + Extra-wide cabin door with dual lock
 + Coupé entrance with electric step

Ample room 
for luxury



Spacious, elegant and inviting. 
A lovely place to entertain.

ELEGANCE
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Garage version

Details (interior / exterior)

Details (interior) More highlights

Generous proportions in the bathroom as well (fi ttings: Salsa Glen). Safe and convenient 
vehicle entry: extra-wide cabin door with coupé entrance and electric courtesy step.

Optimum storage
The side hatches are handy places to store your 
sports equipment, shoes or bulky items so that they 
are always easily accessible.

Clever solution
The storage compartments integrated in the double 
fl oor provide a safe place to transport luggage or 
drinks.  

Variability 
The modern reading lamp above the centre seating 
area is best placed to provide the optimum lighting. 

Comfort 
The large fold-down bed above the cab can also 
supplied with electric controls..

Privacy 
The optional opening and closing action of the blind 
on the huge windscreen works at the press of a 
button.    

Added safety 
The LED daytime running lights are set stylishly in 
the front light fi tting, making sure you will be seen 
more clearly on the road. . 

Do you love buying fresh ingredients locally 
and enjoying them at their best? Your 
L-shaped kitchen is entirely fi t for purpose. 
The deep sink and the gliding action of the 
so� -closing drawers are just some of the fea-
tures which will whet your appetite.

Masala Salsa Glen

I 840 G

Paint fi nishes Wood fi nishes

Layouts

Standard features

I 920 G

White (standard) Opal (optional)

I 910 G

ELEGANCE ELEGANCE

Silver (optional)
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ARGOS

Exclusive is 
inclusive  
Quality with a hint of luxury – that’s the Argos. Ready for the 
big adventure tour at any time of year – that’s also the Argos. 
The ability to cope with conditions in winter is built into the 
design. Even with an outside length of almost 9 m, it is easy to 
steer and keep safely under control. Fitted as standard with 
virtually all the conveniences, it boasts features like the pre-
mium cabin door, aluminium frame windows and a hot water 
heating system.

Climb aboard. Enjoy the comfort and luxuriate in all the space 
– from the alcove and living area all the way to the bedroom, 
and from the double fl oor right through to the rear garage. 
And all at a price which is excellent value for money.
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A 747-2 G
Upholstery: Faro Star
Design: Salsa Glen

Interior advantages

 + Driver and passenger airbags
 + Six travel seats with 3 point seat belts
 + Hot water heating system
 + Generously proportioned interior design
 + Sliding partition for cab
 + Fold-away overcab bed
 + Kitchen with oven and extractor hood 
 + Spacious bathroom  

Exterior advantages

 + Wide-track low-frame chassis
 + Tandem rear axle for great road holding
 + Electric entry step
 + Premium cabin door with dual lock 
 + Aluminium frame windows 
 + Insulated and heated double floor 
 + GRP roof for enhanced protection from hail and severe weather
 + Additional garage door on the left

Feel-good 
factor

ARGOS



The space in a model with an 
overcab is incredible – the space 
in the Argos is a miracle!

ARGOS
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ARGOS

Details (interior)

Details (interior) More highlights

Lashing rails with variable eyelets keep things safe and secure in transit in the spacious rear 
garage. The aluminium frame windows fi t snugly and create an elegant exterior profi le. 

Basement 
The heated double fl oor o� ers plenty of room for 
bulky luggage and forms a protective barrier from 
the cold in sub-zero temperatures..

Floor storage
The double fl oor is accessible from outside as well as 
inside. It o� ers many possibilities to stash sports kit, 
shoes or beverages.

Pleasant temperature 
The hot water heating system brings creature 
comforts with its even distribution of heat,
low energy consumption and silent operation. 

Fold-down alcove
For more space, the fold-down alcove, can be simply 
folded up when not in use.

Well protected 
The premium cabin door comes with a window and 
an integrated waste bin as well as a dual lock system 
(example model shown here).

Enjoy the luxury that real size o� ers - including in the kitchen.

Salsa Glen

A 747-2 G

Wood fi nish

Layouts

Standard features

90 l

130 l

ARGOS

Garage version
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CLIMATE CONTROL

68

Insulated with
XPS

Wood veneer
in the interior

Bonded and bolted 
base and sides

Robust PVC fl oor with 
reduced impact noise

GRP inlay with 
increased surface hardness

XPS
for high material 
density with 
optimum insulation

Impact-resistant 
GRP subfl oor

PU trim 
(rot-resistant and 
water-repellent)

Smooth metal panelling

(Ixeo TL, Ixeo I, Ixeo T, Elegance)
A climate
of perfection
When Bürstner developed its Clima Concept, the compa-
ny thought of everything needed to optimise conditions 
at all times.
Many useful improvements play their part in ensuring that 
you always feel relaxed in the vehicle – no matter what 
the temperature is outside with Bürstner you can holiday 
all-year-round!

+ XPS insulation in many models 
+ Optimum positioning of heating unit 
+ Opening windows all-round

WOOD-FREE DESIGN

GRP ROOF & FLOOR

AIR PLUS: BEST AIR CIRCULATION AND HEATING SYSTEM (WARM AIR HEATING)

HOT WATER HEATING DESIGN PRINCIPLE

LIGHT AND VENTILATION

Warm air heating 
along all the 
interior walls

Winter backrest
with free circulation 
of fl ow of hot air

Multiple warm air vents
optimally positioned for a 
pleasant room temperature

Optimum posi-
tioning of the 
heating unit
for comfortable 
conditions in the 
living area and no 
disruptive noises 
from the heater in 
the bedroom 
(not in all series 
availible)

TOP TIP
Pleasant indoor conditions 

depend on a balanced supply 
of fresh air and an optimum 

circulation of air in the 
vehicle.

The glass-reinforced plastic (GRP) roof provides protection from 
hail and severe weather. The GRP subfl oor has the impact 
strength to brave the elements which attack from below.  

The hot water heating system brings creature comforts with its even distribution of heat, low energy con-
sumption and silent operation. Convector heaters on the exterior walls heat the air as well as the walls and 
furniture, creating an air seal which acts as a barrier between the cold air and the windows. Storage cabi-
nets with ventilation at the rear also help to push the air up to the ceiling until it is heated again by the 
convectors. 

Light and airy: the interior of every Bürstner is designed to live up to this 
claim. Bürstner has also made many major and minor improvements to 
make sure you will have fond memories of your holiday to look back on. 

Skyroof 
Generously dimensioned for 
a light and bright interior.

Skyroof XL 
The extra-large skyroof lets 
in even more light and air.

Inviting and light
Large window surface on 
both sides creates 
a very inviting atmosphere.



10 YEARS’ IMPERMEABILITY GUARANTEE

#Wohnfühlen is o� en associated with a comforta-
ble and functional environment. For us, however, 
#Wohnfühlen means so much more. It also repre-
sents peace of mind for our customers to own a 
product that benefi ts from 60 years of experience in 
building recreational vehicles. This experience is also 
refl ected in the 10 years’ impermeability guarantee 
that we will give starting from the 2019 model year. 
The prerequisite is an annual check (with costs) by a 
Bürstner contract partner.

ERGONOMIE

On closer
inspection 
Ergonomics and functionality are just as important 
as looks. That is why every Bürstner strives to bring 
these two aspects into perfect harmony. For us the 
perfect package includes the following: 

 + Easy access 
 + User-friendly operation
 + Comfort and convenience
 + Sophisticated design
 + Safe road handling

SERVICE UNIT

COUPÉ ENTRANCE MORE HEADROOM

EXTRA-WIDE CABIN DOOR ERGONOMICS IN THE BATHROOM

ERGONOMICS IN THE LOUGE & BATHROOM

Easy come, easy go: the low-level entry makes 
it nice and easy to get in and out of the vehicle. 

Think big! More comfort for large people and a per-
fect spacial feeling for all travellers (Lyseo TD, Ixeo T, 
Elegance). Even 212 cm in the Lyseo Time I.

It is a big challenge to design bathrooms and toilets to o� er both maximum possible e�  ciency and functional 
capability. Bürstner has the fl exibility to combine standard designs with customised layout solutions. 

Vario Bathroom
The turning point: for more room 
to shower, simply swivel the 
washbasin to one side. 

Flexo Bathroom
All in one: swivel the washbasin 
and back wall to the side to reveal 
a shower of impressive proportions.

Space Bathroom
A clean break: the bedroom and 
bathroom area can be separated 
from the rest of the living area – 
for guaranteed privacy.

XL cabin door
 +  700 mm door width 
(exterior dimension)

 +  Single locking 
mechanism

 + Waste bin
 + Coupé entrance

XL premium 
cabin door
 +  700 mm 

width door 
(exterior dimension)

 + Window
 +  Dual locking 

mechanism
 + Waste bin
 + Fly screen
 + Coupé entrance
 +  Central locking 
(optional)

The XL-size cabin door provides extra width and 
added convenience on the way into the vehicle. 
There is a handle for additional safety on the way in 
and the way out. 

Entrance assistance
Step with double func-
tion: get into bed com-
fortably and have stor-
age space all in one.

Fold-down bed
The bed is built in length-
wise and can be pulled 
down almost as low as 
seat height. 

Grab and go!
The swivel centre ele-
ment frees up a pull-out 
on bearings – perfect for 
a co� ee machine. 

Night lights
Find your way around 
easily, even in the dark. 
The LED night light sys-
tem will guide you the 
pleasant way. 

All in one place: the ser-
vice unit is handy and 
easy to reach – and com-
bines all the supply facili-
ties in one location. 

Fresh water inlet

Opening for 
cleaning

230 V 
supply socket

Fresh water drain valve

Boiler drain valve

Service unit heating

All images are only samples, depending on the respective model. 7170

ERGONOMICS
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200 cm

SLEEPING

Are you lying 
comfortably?
Bürstner has all you need to help you relax 
a� er a busy day and recharge your batteries 
ready for new adventures.

There are beds to cater for every taste – sin-
gle, double or queen-size beds. Then there 
are some clever features which make it real-
ly comfortable to lie in all positions. Sleep 
well – and sweet dreams! . 

3 GOOD REASONS

Optimum comfort
A combination of slatted base with fl exible rubber 
supports and fi ve-zone memory foam mattress for 
optimum distribution of body weight.
(depending on model and layout)

Mattress cover
Hypo-allergenic, removable 
and washable

Fitted sheets
Fitted sheets are supplied as 
standard in many models.

FRONT BED DESIGNS 

… in the Ixeo TL/ Ixeo T
The electric fold-down bed is built in lengthwise and 
can be lowered down to almost bench seat level 
(fi g. Ixeo TL). 

… in the integrated model
Enjoy the luxury of a second bed above the cab. 
Also available with electric control on request 
(subject to model).

… in the overcab model
The alcove bed is simply raised up when not in use – 
and lowered down in the evening to provide an ample 
double berth.

REAR BED DESIGNS

Single XL beds
Almost every single bed layout allows for a 
minimum bed length of 200 cm.

Rear bed
This comfortable and luxurious bed is built in across 
the rear and measures almost 200 x 150 cm. 

Free-standing double bed
The queen-size bed can be easily accessed from either 
side and there is a little table on each side.

Single beds

Transverse 
rear bed

Queen-size 
bed

Fold-down bed/
alcove bed

Fold-down bed 
in integrated 
models

Fold-down bed in
semi-integrated 
models
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STORAGE

74

Clever  
solutions 
Anyone travelling for any length of time, perhaps taking 
the occasional road trip, needs space for the big things 
and all the little necessities.

Bürstner is on a mission to exploit every last millimetre 
of space and to come up with clever design solutions to 
maximise storage capacity.

 + Full-width garage doors 
 + Optional garage access on the left
 + Underfloor storage compartments 
 + Loading space for long items 
 + Inside and outside access to storage places 
 +  Special scratch-resistant coating on garage floor for 

added protection

GARAGES

All aboard: plenty of room for everything with easily accessible cargo holds and convenient storage spaces. 
There is space in the rear garage to take your entire fleet with you – and handy compartments for bulky 
items. The garages in some models are accessible from both sides.

DOUBLE FLOOR

The heated double floor offers plenty of room for bulky luggage and forms a protective barrier from the cold 
in sub-zero temperatures for your valuable belongings.

WARDROBES

Dressed to impress: by improving the layouts we were able to create even more space for large and easily accessible cupboards, whether in the bathroom, 
living room, in the bedroom or under the bed.

VERSATILE SOLUTIONS

Pull-out larder units
Sorted: the pull-out larder units have 
plenty of room for all your kitchen uten-
sils and space to keep everything organ-
ised.

Deep cupboards
Tidy: the extra depth means you can fit 
more in the cupboards.

Shoe cabinets
Practical: the shoe compartments are 
exactly where they belong – in the en-
trance area.

Under-sink storage
Handy: for all the things you need within 
easy reach in the bathroom.  
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 ISO 9001:2015 

 

Zertifikat-Registrier-Nr.  01 100 130207 

 

 Unternehmen: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bürstner GmbH & Co. KG 
Weststr. 33 • D - 77694 Kehl 
 
mit dem Standort  
 
Bürstner S.A. 
4 Route des Quatre Vents 
F - 67160 Wissembourg 

 

 Geltungsbereich: Entwicklung, Fertigung und Vertrieb von Caravans 
und Reisemobilen sowie Fertigung am 
Standort Wissembourg 
 

   Durch ein Audit wurde der Nachweis erbracht, dass die 
Forderungen der ISO 9001:2015 erfüllt sind. 

 

 Gültigkeit:  Dieses Zertifikat ist gültig vom 13.03.2018 bis 16.04.2020. 
 Erstzertifizierung 2014 

  

 14.03.2018 (Änderung) 
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SAFETY

The ingredients 
for a good trip
You can also expect the best from Bürstner in terms 
of driveline and chassis technology, because our 
business partners have the same standards of 
perfection as we do.

All Bürstner models are built on chassis with 
outstanding track records in terms of reliability, 
functionality and safety. 

A low-frame chassis with a wide-track rear axle is 
used in many model ranges which improves ride 
comfort and road handling while also enabling 
new layouts with a lower vehicle height

Spaciousness
There is plenty of room to move in the cab and an easy 
passage through to the living area.

Seats with armrests on both sides

Modern motor technology 
The motors transfer power over a variety of trans-
missions (manual or automatic) which were specially 
adapted for the needs of motorhomes.  

Wide-track rear axle
The wheel arches are spaced well apart 
to provide greater roadholding ability 
and additional space..

Special low-level frame
Developed to reduce the weight of the vehicle
 without compromising its stability. 
It increases the loading capacity and lowers 
the centre of gravity..

Strengths

 +  Latest generation of frames and engines for 
safety, functionality and ride comfort

 +  High torque in the low rpm range for better 
acceleration

 +  Reduction of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions

 +  Euro 6 turbo-diesel engines – selected models 
feature AdBlue technology

 +  Many engines available in combination with the 
latest automatic gearboxes

 + All engines are absolutely suited for use in cities.

CHASSIS MORE SAFETY  

Third brake light
The third brake light provides more safe-
ty as well as high brand recognition value.

Reversing camera
The optional reversing camera makes it 
easy to see even low-lying obstacles 
when manoeuvring the vehicle.

Fi� h seat with a safety belt
In a matter of seconds, you can create an 
extra seat with a safety belt for another 
passenger ((Fig. as an example, optional 
extra subject to model and fl oor plan).

Electronic control systems
Three technologies for more safety: the 
ABS system stops the wheels from lock-
ing when you hit the brakes and prevents 
loss of traction and control. The ASR sys-
tem prevents the wheels on the drive axle 
from spinning when you accelerate. The 
ESP system is specifi cally designed to 
prevent the vehicle from swerving. 

Toptron CPU
The optionally available Toptron CPU 
(Crash Protection Unit) seals o�  the gas 
supply in the event of a crash (or if the 
vehicle is tilted at a dangerous angle of 
incline). Gas appliances can also be oper-
ated en route if the Toptron is fi tted (in-
stalled as standard in some cases).

Warranties/ISO standard
Each Bürstner motorhome is covered by a 
comprehensive warranty for two years 
from the date of purchase. We even o� er a 
10 year water ingress warranty with an 
annual inspection (subject to an additional 
charge). Development, production and 
distribution are certifi ed as conforming to 
the international ISO 9001:2015 standard.

Premium XL door
The extra-wide premium cabin door of-
fers a twofold benefi t, with its double 
locking mechanism for extra security 
and its wide opening for additional safety 
when climbing in and out of the vehicle. 
Fitted as standard on many models.

Ein- / Aus-
schalter

Steuereinheit
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Online advisor
Which vehicle suits my needs? 
You answer a few questions 
about what you require in a 
motorhome then you are 
shown a selection of the most 
appropriate layouts in the 
Bürstner range.

Vehicle configurator
Configure your own dream- 
mobile. Once you have found 
the best layout, you can use 
the configurator to assemble 
your own ideal recreational 
vehicle in a few steps. 

SERVICE

Local customer  
service is  
our strength

“Anyone who is out and about in a Bürstner should 
always experience an unlimited sense of comfort 
and well-being wherever they go.”

This aim relates to everything we do – and especially 
to our service. We were one of the first manufactur-
ers to open a dedicated service centre for our cus-
tomers in addition to the option of contacting us by 
telephone or through our trading partners. Service 
with a smile, face-to-face, one-on-one  – so that you 
can enjoy your free time in your Bürstner and take 
back memories of an unforgettable experience.

Mobility without borders
When you buy a new Bürstner motorhome, you can rest assured knowing that you will be covered in the first 
year of motoring in the event of an accident or breakdown or if a driver is taken ill – and that’s a guarantee.

The following services are included in the assistance package provided by the chassis manufacturer (only Fiat).  
All the details are contained in your vehicle documents:*

 +  Breakdown service at home and abroad
 +  Recovery service from roadside to garage
 +  Hotel accommodation (for up to three nights) 

 +  Delivery of spare parts to foreign countries 
 + Courtesy car
 +  Return of vehicle and repatriation of passengers

ONLINE SERVICES

SHOWROOM

Bürstner was one of the first manufacturers to open a service 
centre complete with showroom, setting new standards in cus-
tomer service. New products are on show here every season.
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BLINDTEXTER

SELECT YOUR ACCENT FABRIC

FABRICS

Your lifestyle choices
“Wohnfühlen“ in just two easy steps. Create your own perfection! Select the upholstery fi nish that suits you 
best. There‘s a selection of several high-quality materials for seat and back upholstery. The back upholste-
ry adds colour and can be selected depending on the category. 

Availability of upholstery designs subject to model and layout

Ask your dealer which types of seat and back upholstery are o� ered for the vehicle you select.

There is something for every taste

An example of Elegance
und Argos (Ferra Arc)

An example of Lyseo TD 
Harmony Line (Sydney Swing)

An example of Ixeo T, Ixeo
TL und Ixeo I (Sahara Style)

SELECT YOUR UPHOLSTERY

IXEO TL, IXEO T, IXEO I, ELEGANCE UND ARGOS

SELECT YOUR ACCENT FABRIC

Leatherette (special edition suject
to an additional charge)

Sahara Style Ferra Arc

Porto Star

Faro Star

Sydney Swing Canberra Swing

available for 
Ixeo TL, T, I

available for
Elegance, Argos

Harmony Line and Travel Van

Barcelona Star

Malaga Star

LYSEO TD HARMONY LINE
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LAYOUTS

CAMPERVANS

CITY CAR

C 640

C 600

C 540

C 601

C 602

Vehicle weight under 3.5 t

GRP roof

GRP fl oor with Bürstner lightweight 
construction technology

Standing headroom in the vehicle

XL cabin door

Coupé entry

Bicycle garage

XPS Insulation

ABS

Airbag

Vehicle height

Fresh water tank 

Refrigerator volume in litres

Number of burners (hob)

Number of beds

Fold-down bed

5-zone cold foam mattress

Central locking system

Wastewater tank

LYSEO-RANGE SEMI-INTEGRATED INTEGRATED COACHBUILT

LYSEO TD

TD 728 G* TD 734*

TD 744* TD 745*

TD 690 G*

TD 700* TD 710 G*

*  available with or without 
fold-down bed except 
TD 590 and TD 680 G (Serie)

TRAVEL VAN

T 620 G

IXEO T

T 720 

T 728 G

IXEO TL

TL 680 G

TL 728 G

TL 734

IXEO I

I 700I 690 G

I 720

I 728 G I 729

I 736 I 744**

I 840 G

I 920 G

I 910 G

A 747-2 G

ARGOSELEGANCE

TD 590

ASR

The City Car model series is 
shown in a separate fl yer.

The “Edition 30” 
model series
is shown on our 
website.

C 603

I 729I 729

I 727 G

I 746**

TD 680 G

TD 736 G*

TD 727 G*

T 690 G

T 736

IT 710 G

** optional electric 
fold-down bed 
at the rear

IXEO TIME

IT 726 G

TL 640 

IXEO-RANGE

The layouts TD 680 G, TD 690 G, 
TD 728 G and TD 744 G of the 
series Lyseo TD are also available 
in a limited special edition.
Please fi nd further information in 
a separate folder.



Bürstner GmbH & Co. KG
Weststraße 33
77694 Kehl

info@buerstner.com
www.buerstner.com

Your Bürstner stockist is looking forward 
to seeing you! 

The technical data in this catalogue were current at the time of going to press. Although we check the content carefully, we cannot guarantee that the document is free of printing errors. We reserve the right to make changes to the 
features and improvements to the model in the course of the relevant year. The design and colour of fi xtures and fi ttings may vary from those illustrated, as is customary in the trade and due to the nature of the materials used. The same 
applies to technical modifi cations to the vehicle insofar as the overall production quality is maintained or improved and provided that the vehicle remains fi t for the intended purpose. Before signing any contracts, please consult your local 
authorised Bürstner stockist for information on the latest products and models. All the prices quoted for accessories are as installed in new vehicles in the factory.

The pictures might show optional equipment or decorative items which are not included in the scope of delivery. Valid for deliveries from 12 June 2018 onwards. Subject to change without notice, errors and omissions excepted. All infor-
mation is based on the criteria of the German market.

Any modifi cations to the factory condition of your vehicle may compromise its safety and roadworthiness. Please take heed of all the regulations relating to the safe use of your vehicle. Make sure that you are in possession of the correct 
driving licence to be allowed to drive a motorhome. Be aware of the “technically permissible maximum mass” of your vehicle and do not exceed this legal limit. Please note the axle load limits and make sure that the load is distributed 
according to the axle weight rating. Roof fi ttings and aerials will alter the height of the motorhome. The overall length of the vehicle will increase if the rear ladder is fi tted. 
The combinations of roof accessories which can be fi tted on the vehicle will depend on the model in any given case.
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